University of Central Oklahoma
College of Fine Arts and Design
2020-2021 Scholarship Award Recipients

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS AND DESIGN – DIVISION AWARDS

Dean's Recognition Award
Alexander Chapman (Music) Claire Mantle (Design)
Nelson Gonzalez (Music) Ireland Kathleen Robbins (ACM@UCO)
Cammon Kuwantu (Art) Rebecca Schoolcraft (Theatre Arts)

Dean's Scholarship Award
McKenzie Tipton (Music)

Deborah Papajohn Reed Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Alyssa Cargill (Theatre Arts)

Don Betz Leadership in the Arts Scholarship
Timothy Privrat (Music)

Macaulay Family Scholarship
Cierra Vaughn (Art)

Textbook Brokers Leadership Scholarship
Jerod Hill (Design)

ACADEMY OF CONTEMPORARY MUSIC (ACM@UCO)

Academy of Contemporary Music Endowed Scholarship
Nicholas Bohannan
Mariah Gleason

ACM@UCO Artists Scholarship Endowment
Alexis Breasette Sarah Tierney
Kadin Catlin Austin Yankunas
Stephanie Penate

Connor Hicks Memorial Endowed Music Scholarship
Michela Anne Creel Ireland Kathleen Robbins
Kati Lee Hindman Tazmen West

CW & Alfa Sasser ACM Scholarship
Michael Stacy

Scott Booker Endowed Scholarship for ACM@UCO
Chloe Beth Campbell
Sgt. Ryan Wood ACM Memorial Endowed Scholarship
   Chloe Beth Campbell

DEPARTMENT OF ART

Allie M. Mitchell Scholarship-President's Gift
   Anna Beth Ferguson

Bob E. Palmer Scholarship for Visual Arts
   Hope Bass

Elvis and Wildred Rhodes Endowed Scholarship for Arts Education
   Jadyn Miranda

Latisha Pollard Coffey Scholarship for Art
   Jaquelin Lopez

Piper Family Scholarship for the Arts
   Dwaeisha Ashley          Kirissa O'Connor
   Hope Bass                Amber Warden
   Jaquelin Lopez

Ryan Wood Freedom Art Endowed Scholarship
   Bradley Forsythe

DEPARTMENT OF DANCE

Allie M. Mitchell Scholarship-President's Gift
   Chloe Becker
   Claire Swanson

F. Ann Shanks Outstanding Performer Award
   Katie Sturm

Hannah McCarty Performing Arts Scholarship for Theatre and Dance
   Savana McCabe

Jamie Jacobson Memorial Endowed Dance Scholarship
   Catherine Gable Couch

Kaleidoscope Dance Scholarship
   Kelsey Chapuis

Lorraine Remmel Watson Scholarship for Dance
   Chloe Becker
   Susan Geasland
   Mia Jensen

Mildred Lorene Davis Endowed Scholarship for Dance
   Claire Swanson
Richard Denson Endowed Scholarship for Dance Education
Gabriella Chitwood

Warren Armstrong Scholarship for Dance
Chloe Scott

### SCHOOL OF DESIGN

#### Allie M. Mitchell Scholarship-President's Gift
Marissa Perez

#### Dr. Cheryl Myers Endowed Scholarship for Interior Design
Jingying Chen
Emme Douglas
Claudia Knauf

#### Merit Scholarship for Illustration Minors
Nhan Luong
Claire Mantle

#### Piyush & Lisa Patel Scholarship for Design
Nhi Truc Pham
Esther Velasco

#### Tinker Federal Credit Union Design Scholarship
Nhi Truc Pham

### SCHOOL OF MUSIC

#### Academic Excellence Award in Honor of Ted Honea
Michael Relland
Gabriel Van Ness
Daniel Willsey

#### Alexander-Kearns Endowed Oboe Scholarship
Jason Salazar

#### Allie M. Mitchell Music Theatre Scholarship
Logan Boyd
Auburn Hilliard
Jason Burnam
Roberto Lopez
Caprie Gordon
Joshua Thompson
Dylan Herrin
Sophie Mings

#### Allie M. Mitchell Scholarship-President's Gift
Micayla Walker

#### Brisch Family Music Outreach Scholarship
Maya Cook
Chazien Rook
Trinity Davis
Tyler Treat
Tanja Knezevic
Huiyao Zhang
Brisch Family Music Scholarship for Strings
  Trinity Davis  Meagan McCrary
  Azusena Gordillo  Aimee McRorie
  Jaein Lee  Oliver Nguyen
  Catherine Eleanor Little  Weiyi Wang
  Maria Marcos

Chase McLinn Memorial Music Scholarship
  Brandon Aguilar

Choir Division Scholarship
  Ethan Snowden

Clifford E. Henderson Memorial Endowed Scholarship
  Caleb Barnett

Dr. Jesse Webster Endowed Vocal Scholarship
  Savannah Gordon

Dr. John Clinton Orchestra Endowed Scholarship
  Jaein Lee

Excellence in Piano Scholarship
  Shanglin Jia

Frank Nelson Scholarship for Collaborative Piano
  Katayla Mongold

Freda J Cross Scholarship for the Arts
  Jason Salazar

Grubert Outstanding Jazz Educator Award
  Michael Pruett

Jan Pokorny Steele Endowed Scholarship for Music
  Xiating Zhang

Jill Marderness Endowed Bassoon Scholarship
  Ryan Holcomb

Kay Starr Music Scholarship
  Hannah Staudt

Melvin Lee Music Educator Scholarship
  Brandon Aguilar

Music Theatre Endowed Scholarship
  Erica Burkett  Jaci Reed
  Maya Cook  Sierra Sikes
  Madison Eckerson  Emilee Stubbs
  Baylee Fitzgerald  Tyler Treat
  Elizabeth McCormack
Peggy M. Spence Endowed Piano Scholarship
Xinyi Zhang

Presser Award
Curtis Diaz

Ralph Blane Endowed Music Scholarship
Donald Tullius

Robert Glenn Rapp Upper Level Music Award
Chazien Rook

Tamara Long Endowed Music Scholarship
Bailey Morrison

DEPARTMENT OF THEATRE ARTS

Allie M. Mitchell Scholarship-President's Gift
Dillon Rasberry
Emily Gresh
Madison Sanford

Douglas R. Getzoff Endowed Theatre Design Scholarship
Elizabeth Boyles

Hannah McCarty Performing Arts Scholarship for Theatre and Dance
Candice Bunce

Barbara Kay Gilmore Endowed Scholarship for Drama
Alyssa Cargill
Kassidy Carsten
Jaycee Criswell
Brenna Crow
Zion Foley
Jaelin Gonzaque
James Gurney
Hannah Harrison
Eric Heimersson
Cecelia Kuper
Taylor Loomis
Alyssa McCoy
Denver Miller
Madison Sanford
Rebecca Schoolcraft
Kailan Weidner
Callie White
Hunter Wilson